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One of our most popular items, our Balsam Fir Wreath is made from fresh,
fragrant and long-lasting Northern Balsam Fir. Decorations include 3 white
tipped pine cones with 4 red holly berries per cone for wreaths from 18 to 30
inches. Larger wreaths from 36 to 84 inches have 5 larger cones and holly
berries.

18 in $20 00 Item will come bagged

25 in $25.00 *Item will come bagged

36 in $35.00

48 in $45 00

Premier Wreath — Voyageur
Our 25 Voyageur Wreath is made from a balsam fir and white cedar base.
Its decorated with natural pine cones with attached berries, red crab apples
and a red and gold metallic bow.

$30.00

Premier Wreath — Itascan
The 25 Itascan Wreath is made from a balsam fir and white cedar base. Its
decorated with three clusters of white-tipped cones and red crab apples,
along with a festive plaid bow.

$30.00
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4. Balsam D or Swag
Our door swags are charming additions to your customers homes during the
holiday season. The Balsam Door Swag is made with a balsam fir base, with
white cedar and red pine layered on top of the base. Decorations consist of
two white-tipped pine cones and a velvet waterproof bow. The Balsam Door
Swag is about 24-26 inches long and comes already bagged in plastic for
your convenience. Many groups offer their customers the choice between a
swag or wreath. Great opportunity when selling both!

$30.00

Natural Balsam Garland
Our natural Balsam Garland has a black poly twine core that the boughs are
secured to by our dedicated workers using a machine designed by
Evergreen s founder. It is an excellent product for both indoor and outdoor
decorating projects, and can be used almost anywhere. Its ideal for both
home and commercial applications.

15 ft $25.00
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Premier Wreath — Lake Superior
Our 25 Lake Superior Wreath is made of a balsam fir and white cedar base
with berried juniper intermingled in the wreath. Decorations include natural
ponderosa pine cones and an exquisite red and green multi-loop velvet bow.

$30.00

25 ft $35 00



Holiday Centerpiece
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EVERGREEN
INDUSTRIES

Our elegant Holiday Centerpiece is made with a long-lasting fir base and
mixed greens in a high-quality basket. The greens are set in a floral oasis
that can be watered for continuous enjoyment throughout the holiday
season.

$30.00

Spruce Tops
Fresh and fragrant Spruce Tops come in bundles of 10 and are 2 - 3 in
length. These tops are ideal to arrange in a planter or pot and display
prominently in your home or business. * Pot and decorations not included.
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$30 00
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$20 $25 $35 $45 $30 $30 $30 $30 $20 $25 $35 $30

Fourth Baptist Christian School 8th Grade
Wreath Fundraiser Order Form

900 Forestview Lane N, Plymouth, MN 55441
763-417-8240

Products from Evergreen Industries - Inver Grove Heights, MN
Delivery Date - Last week of November

Customer Name Address Phone

a)

CCI

FBCS Student Name:


